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Abstract 
Let S be a topological, orientable, closed surface. Two (self)-homeomorphisms Qp, and 
Q2 of S are conjugate if there is an orientation preserving homeomorphism h such that 
@r = h ‘@,h. In this paper we classify up to conjugation the orientation reversing homeo- 
morphisms with finite order greater than two. The action of a homeomorphism Q, on a 
surface S produces an orbifold structure on the quotient S/Q. Our classification is 
obtained using such orbifold structures. 
Keywords: Surface; Orbifold; Covering; Orbifold fundamental group 
AMS CMOS) Subj. Class.: 57817, 57825 
Let S be a topological, orientable, closed surface. Two (self)-homeomorphisms 
@i and Qz of S are conjugate if there is an orientation preserving homeomor- 
phism h such that @r = h-‘@,h. Nielsen in 1937 classified up to conjugation the 
orientation preserving homeomorphisms of finite order [5]. Nielsen’s classification 
has been applied extensively in 2- and 3-dimensional topology (see [S]). 
Our main result is the classification up to conjugation of the orientation 
reversing homeomorphisms with finite order greater than two. The classification of 
orientation reversing involutions is well known (see [2]). Using the fact that any 
periodic homeomorphism can be realized by an automorphism of a Riemann 
surface and a result of A.M. Macbeath that every isomorphism between noneu- 
clidean crystallographic groups can be realized geometrically, the particular case of 
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homeomorphisms of order 2g with p a prime has been solved in [l] for surfaces of 
genus bigger than or equal to two. The above considerations do not apply in the 
general case, so the classification here is based on a different approach. 
We shall begin with the description of the topological invariants used in the 
classification. 
Let @ be a homeomorphism of order 2q of S. The action of @ on S defines 
an orbifold covering (see 161) p: S + S/Q where S/@ is the quotient orbifold 
(see [4J). The covering p is determined by the monodromy representation 
e : T,o(sp) + z,,. Let H,O(S/@) be the abelianization of riO(S/@); then p 
is determined by T : H,O(S/@) + Zzq. The underlying surface of the orbifold 
S/Q will be noted I S/@ I. 
For each conic point z in S/G, let 0, be a neigbourhood disc of z and [aDZI be 
the element in H,O(S/@) determined by the curve 80,. We define valency of z to 
be T@Ql) or f NaD,I) according to whether I S/Q I is orientable or not. 
For each boundary component C of I S/G I, let [Cl be the element of 
H,O(S/@) determined by the curve C. We define the valency of C to be T([CI) or 
to f T([C]) according whether or not I S/Q I is orientable. 
Assume that I S/Q, I is closed and nonorientable and S/Q does not have conic 
points, i.e., the orbifold S/G is a nonorientable surface. Let F be an order two 
element of H,O(S/@) = H,( I S/G I). We define h,(Q) to be T(F) if the order of 
@ is divisible by 4 and [Ol in the other cases. 
Suppose S/Q does not have conic points and I S/G I is closed, nonorientable 
and of genus 2 (i.e., a Klein bottle). Let F be as above and F, be an element in 
H,O(S/@) such that F and F, generate H,O(S/@). We define h,(Q) to be the 
set { f T(F,), _+ T(F,) + hI(@ 
The conic point valencies of S/Q and the valencies of the boundary compo- 
nents of S/G are called isotropy invariunts of @. We shall say that two periodic 
homeomorphisms @i and Q2 have the same isotropy invariunts if there is a 
bijection between the conic points of S/Q, and the conic points of S/a, and 
between the boundary components of I S/a, I and the boundary components of 
I S/Q, I in such a way that corresponding conic points and boundary components 
have the same valencies. 
Let @i and @* be two orientation reversing homeomorphisms of S of order 2q, 
q> 1. 
Case 1: S/G, orientuble 
Theorem 0.1. G1 and a2 are conjugate ifund only if I S/G, I is orientuble and G1 
and @2 have the same botropy invariants. 
Case 2: S / GI rwnorientuble 
If q is even we shall prove that I S/Q, 1 and I S/Q, I are closed surfaces. We 
define @J4 to be the orientation reversing homeomorphism induced by Qi on 
IS/q% 
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Let r be the smallest integer such that the element [2r] of Zzq is a generator of 
the subgroup of Zz9 generated by the isotropy invariants. Let (S/@‘} be the 
closed surface obtained by capping off with disks the holes of I S/@fr I. Then Q1 
defines an orientation reversing finite order homeomorphism on {S/@$ that we 
shall call @f’““. We note that @f’“” does not have any isotropy invariant. 
Theorem 0.2. G1 and G2 are conjugate if and only if: 
(i) I S/G, I is nonorientabfe, 
(ii) Q1 and G2 have the same isotropy invariants, 
(iii) if q is euen and (@J4)*, i = 1,2, are fived point free, then h,(@,/4) = h,(@,/4), 
(iv) if the genus of I S/a, I is two and @y, @p have order > 1, then h,(@p) 
= h,(@p”). 
Finally, as application of the above theorems, in Section 5 we classify up to 
conjugation the homeomorphisms of odd order of nonorientable (closed) surfaces. 
In [3] Riemann surfaces having two free anticonformal automorphisms of order 
four are constructed. Applying Theorem 0.2 it follows that the two automorphisms 
on each Riemann surface are not conjugate (by a homeomorphism). 
The work [71 by Yokoyama appeared just after the submission of this paper. In 
[7] the homeomorphisms of finite order of orientable and nonorientable surfaces 
are classified including the orientation reversing homeomorphisms on orientable 
surfaces. The methods of Yokoyama are different from the ones used here. One of 
the main differences lies in the fact that we work with the orbifold structure of the 
quotient space of a surface by a homeomorphism. This consideration of the 
orbifold structure points out the naturality of the invariants for the classification 
and avoids the need to cut the surface in order to eliminate the l-dimensional 
singular set for the action of the homeomorphism. In [7] there appear some 
formulae for the number of conjugacy classes of homeomorphisms; they can also 
be obtained using the classification presented here. 
The author would like to thank the referee for pointing out the reference [7]. 
1. Canonical system of generators for N,OLS /a,) 
Given a closed and oriented surface S and an orientation reversing homeomor- 
phism @ of order 2q of S, the quotient S/@ has an orbifold structure (see [4,6]). 
The isotropy groups of any point of S/@ must be subgroups of Z29. Then there 
are no corner points in S/@ and the conic points in S/Q have orders which are 
divisors of q. The orbifold covering p : S + S/G is determined by the monodromy 
representation 8 : rr,O(S/@) -+ Z,,. Since Z,, is abelian the covering p is also 
determined by the epimorphism T: H,O(S/@) + Z2q, where H,O(S/@) is the 
abelianization of riO(S/@). The name monodromy epimorphism will be used to 
mean T. Assume that S/Q has t conic points and I S/Q I has genus g and k 
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boundary components. Let P be a not conic point in S/Q, which is not in the 
boundary of I S/Q I. It is possible to find a system of loops based in P and simple 
curves joining P to the conic points of S/Q and to the components of a 1 S/G I 
which satisfy the following condition: when cutting along these loops and curves we 
obtain a polygon such that it is possible to reconstruct S/Q form it by side-pairing 
identifications given by the following labelling: 
EiYie; * * * qcYk4ct1S; . . . St&,P,4P; *. . q,ffp; 
if I S/G I is orientable and 
EiY& * * * QYk4‘515; . . . 5t5:qff; . . * y$ 
if I S/G I is nonorientable. (Each side labelled with a letter w must be identified 
either with the side labelled with o’ by an orientation preserving map of the plane 
or with o * by an orientation reversing map.) 
The above way of cutting I S/Q, I defines a canonical presentation of ~,O(S/@) 
given by: 
- Generators: xi, i = 1,. . . , t, ei, cj, j = 1,. . . , k and if 1 S/Q I is orientable: ai, 
bi, i= l,..., g, if I S/Q I is nonorientable: d,, i = 1,. . . , g. 
- Relations. X”J = 1 i = 1 * I 
and if I S/G 1 is orientable: 
,***, t,cj=e,:‘cjej,j=l ,..., k, c,!=l, j=l,..., k, 
if I S/Q I is nonorientable: 
e, * * ’ ekXl . ..@.2 -+1 
(the last relation is called in both cases the long relation). 
The canonical generators ei and xi are unique up to conjugation (and up to 
inversion if I S/Q I is nonorientable). 
For the group H,O(S/@) we define the canonical generator system to be the 
generators obtained from a canonical presentation of r,O(S/@) by abelianization. 
The generators of a canonical system will be denoted by: Xi, i = 1,. . . , I, Ei, Cj, 
j= l,..., k and if I S/a I is orientable: Ai, Bi, i = 1,. . . , g, if I S/Q I is nonori- 
entable: Di, i = 1,. . . , g. The capital letter denotes the element determined in 
H,O(S/@) by the small letter in 7r,O(S/@) by abelianization. In this way the 
generators Xi, Ei of a canonical system are unique up to ordering (and up to sign 
if I S/G I is nonorientable). Then the isotropy invariants of @ are invariants for 
topological conjugation. 
2. Automorphisms of S/@ and H,O(S/@) 
In order to normalize the monodromy epimorphism we shall introduce some 
automorphisms of S/Q and examine their effects on a canonical generator system 
of H,O(S/@). 





The automorphisms of S/@ that we shall describe can be factorized in products 
of three types of simpler automorphisms: 
(i) Dehn twists along oriented curves in the case ( S/Q 1 orientable. 
(ii) Let P be a sphere with three holes contained in I S/Q 1. Assume that 
I S/@ I -P has three connected components S,, S, and S,. Let us denote 
Gi = P n aSi, i = 1, 2,3. Suppose that there is an orbifold isomorphism h, : S, -+ S, 
such that hl(G2) = G,. We define a pants move on P to be an automorphism of 
S/@, h,, such that h, restricted to S, is the identity, h, restricted to S, is h,, h, 
restricted to S, is h;‘, and on P, h, is the automorphism described in Fig. 1 
interchanging G, with G, (following a given orientation on G,) and inducing the 
identity on G,. 
(iii) Let M be a nonorientable surface of genus one with two holes contained in 
S/Q. Assume that S/Q - M has two connected components S, and S,, G, = it4 f~ 
&Si, i = 1,2 and S, has an automorphism h, acting as a reflection on G,. Given an 
orientation on G, we shall define a Mobius twist along M to be an automorphism 
h such that h restricted to S, is the identity, h restricted to S, is h, and on M, h 
is the automorphism illustrated in Fig. 2. 
Let Ai, Bi, Xi, E,, Ci or Di, Xi, Ei, Ci be a canonical generator system of 
H,O(S/@) (see Section 1). Next we describe the automorphisms of S/@ used in 
the following section (as to the induced automorphisms on H,O(S/@). We only 
mention their effect on the canonical generators that change under the automor- 
phism): 
Case 1: S / @ orientable 
(1) H,(i): Dehn twist along the curve y of Fig. 3. 
H,(i)(A,) =Ai +Bi. 
f--QL@J 
Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 4. 
Fig. 3. 
(2) H,(i): Dehn twist along the curve y of Fig. 4. 
H,(i)(B,) =Ai+Bi. 
(3) H&i, j): Pants move on P of Fig. 5. 
&(i, j)(Ai) =A,, 
H3(i, j)(&) =Bj, 
H3(i, j)(Aj)=Ai, 
H3(i, j)(Bj) =B,. 
(4) H,(i, j): Dehn twist along the curve y of Fig. 6. 
l&(i, j)(Ai) =A,+A,-Bi-B,, 
ft,(i, j)(Bi) =Bi, 
H4(i,j)(Aj)=2Aj-Bi-Bj, 
&(i, j)(Bj) =Aj - Bi. 
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Fig. 5. 
(5) Zf,(i, j) = H3(ir j)H; ‘WH; L(iHf,(i, j)l&(i, j). 
H5(i, j)(Ai) =Ai+Aj-Bi-Bj, 
ff5(iy j)(Bi) =Bi, 
H5(i, j)(Aj) =Aj-B,, 
H,(i, j)(Bj) =Ej-Bi. 
(6) II&): Dehn twist along the curve y of Fig. 7. 
H6(i)(B1) =B, -Xi. 
(7) H,(i): Dehn twist along the curve y of Fig. 8. 
H7(i)(B1) =B, - Ei. 
(8) H,(i, j>: Pants move on P of Fig. 9. 
Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 7. 
HS(iT j)(xi) =xj, 
Hs(i, j)(Xj) =Xi. 
(9) H&i, j): Pants move on P of Fig. 10. 
Hg(i, j)(Ei) =Ej, 
H,(i, j)(E;) = Ei. 
Case 2: S / @ nonorientable 
(1) H,*(i, j): Miibius move on A4 of Fig. 11. 
H,*(i, j)(Q) = 2Dj+Di, 
H;(i, j)(Dj) = -Dj, 
Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 12. 
(2) I(i, j, k) = H,*(j, k)H,*(i, j>. 
I(i, j, k)(Di) =2Dj+Di, 
l(i, j, k)(Dj) =Dj, 
l(i, j, k)(D,) = -2D,+D,. 
(3) H,*(i, j): MGbius move on M of Fig. 12. 
H,*(i, j)(Di) =Di+Xi, 
H,*(i, j)(Xj) = -Xi. 
(4) di, j, k) = H,*(k, j)H,*(i, j). 
m(i, j, k)(Di) =Xj+Di, 
m(i, j, k)(Xj)=Xj, 
m(i, j, k)(D,) = -Xj+D,. 
(5) In a similar way as for H,*(i, j) we obtain H,*(i, j) such that: 
H;(i, j)(Di) =Di+Ej, 
H;(i, j)(Ej) = -Ej. 
(6) n(i, j, k) = H,*(k, j)H,*(i, j). 
n(i, j, k)(D,) =Ej+Di, 
n(i, j, k)(Ej) =Ej, 
n(i, j, k)( Dk) = -Ej + D,. 
Finally as in the first case we have: 
(7) H,*(i, j>: 
Hi(i, j)(XJ =Xj, 
Hi(i, j)(Xj) =X,. 
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(8) II& j>: 
H,* (i, j)(&) =Ej, 
H;(i, j)(Ej)=Ei. 
3. Normalization of the monodromy epimorphism 
Let S be an orientable, closed surface and Q> an orientation reversing homeo- 
morphism of S of order 2q. Let H,O(S/@) be the abelianization of the funda- 
mental group of S/Q and T: H,O(S/@) + Zzs be the monodromy representa- 
tion. Let Ai, Bi, Xi, Ei, Ci or Q, Xi, E,, Ci be a canonical generator system of 
H,O(S/@). 
The following lemma is close to the theorems of Section 3 of [7]. 
Lemma 3.1. (1) If I S/Q I is orientable then there tk an automorphism h of S/G 
such that : 
T(h(A,)) = a** = T(h(A,)) = T(h(B,)) = *** = T(h(B,)) = [0], 
T(h(4)) = PI, 
h( Xi) =X,, h( Ej) = Ej and h(Cj) = Cj. 
(2) If I S/G I is nonorientable and with genus different from 2 then there is an 
automorphism h of S/Q such that: 
T(h(D,))= 3.. = T(h(&)) = PI, h(Xi) =Xj, h(Ej) = Ej 
and h(Cj) = Cj. 
Proof. 
Case 1: S/Q is orientable. 
Using H,(i) and H,(i) we can transform Ai in Ai + Bi and Bi in Ai + Bt. Then 
by the g.c.d. Euclidean algorithm and repeating H,(i) and H,(i) we can obtain an 
automorphism h,, i = 1,. . . , g, such that 
T(hi(A;)) = [g.c.d.(T(Ai),T(Bi))] 7 T(hi(Bi)) = [Ol, 
M 4) =A,, hi(B,) =B,, l#i, 
h,(X,,J =X,, ht( E,) = Ej and hi(Cj) = Cj. 
Let h’ be the product h, * * * h, then T(h’L4,)) = [g.c.d.(T(AJ T(B,))], T(h’(B,)) 
= [Ol, h’(X,J =X,, h’(Ej) = Ej and h’(Cj) = Cj. Using H&, j) and the Euclidean 
algorithm we obtain h” such that 
T(h”(Ar)) = [g.c.d.(T(A,),...,T(A,), T(B,),...,T(B,))] = [r], 
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T(h”(A,)) = [0], k # 1, T(K(B,)) = [0], 
h”(X,) =x,, h”(Ej) = Ej and h”(Cj) = Cj. 
For every Ci the element T(C) must have order two, so T(C,C,) = [O] and since T 
is an epimorphism we get: g.c.d.(T(A,), T(B,), T(X,,J, T(E,)) = [2]. There exist t, 
hi, pi such that: 
t[rl + ChiT(K) + CPiT(Ei) = 121 
and we can suppose that t = 0 if [r] = [Ol. If [rl # [O] we can assume that 
g.c.d.(t, 24/r) = 1, then there is s such that st = - 1 (mod(2q/r)). Then: 
qH,(l)SH,(l)‘(4)) = PI and T(H,(l)SH,(l)‘(B,)) =t[r]. 
Thus: 
T( Hz(l) 2q”-‘H1(1)“+1H,(1)‘(A,)) =t[r] 
and 
T(H2(l)2q’r-1H1(l)S+1H2(l)f(B1)) = [O]. 
Composing h” with H,(l) 2q/r-1H1(1)S+1H2(1)’ and with Il(H,(i))Al and Il(H7(i)P 
we obtain h. 
Case 2: S/G in nonorientable. 
For g = 1 the lemma is obvious. Assume that g > 2. Let Di, Xi, Ei, Ci be a 
canonical generator system of H,(O(S/@). Since the Ci have order two T(Ci) = 141. 
So if there is some Ci then q must be odd. 
Claim 1. The group generated by [2] in Zzq is generated by 2T(Di), T(Xi) and 
T(Ei). 
Proof. Let [s] be a generator of the subgroup of Z,, generated by 2T(Di), T(X,) 
and T(E,). Let T’ be the epimorphism given by the following composition: 
T’ : H,O(S/@) + Z2q --) Z,,/([s]> -3 Z,,. 
As T’(Di) and T’(C,) have order two in Z2, then T’(Di) = T’(Ci) = [t]. Thus [tl 
must generate Z,,. So t = 1. 
Claim 2. There is an automorph&m h, of S/a such that T(h,(D,)) is a generator of 
Z *q’ 
Proof. By the long relation 
C2T( Di) + CT( Xi) + CT( Ei) = [O]. 
2T(D,), T(X,), T(E,) generate the subgroup of index two in Z2q. 
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If E = 0 the automorphism h, is the following: 
i 
g-1 
(n(n(g, j, l))“)(n(m(g, j, 1))“‘) icz(l(iy gp l))” * 
I 
If E = 1 the automorphism h, is: 
( 
g-1 
(n(n(g, i, l))“)(n(m(g, j, l))“‘)H,‘(gT 1) iQ2C4iy 1,g))” - I 
There exists an r, 0 G r <q such that T(h,(D,)) + 2r[f] = [l]. Defining an auto- 
morphism h, as: 
h, = (l( 1, g, g - l))‘hi, 
we obtain T(h,(D,)) = [l]. For i = 2,. . . , g - 1, there is ri, 0 < ri <q such that 
T(h,( Di)> + 2r, = [l]. Then the automorphism h is: 
Corollary 3.2. If q is even and @ does not have any isotropy invariants then g must 
be even. 
Proof. Since @ does not have isotropy invariants then S/Q must be nonorientable 
and for every canonical system of generators of H,O(S/@) by the long relation 
D,+ . . . + Dg must have order two. Thus T(D, + . . . + 0,) is [O] or [q]. Applying 
Lemma 3.1 we have a system of generators where T(D, + . . . +D,> = [g - 11 + 
T(D,) = [O] or [q]. Since q is even and T(D,) must be odd it follows that g - 1 
must be odd. [7 
4. Classification of finite order orientation reversing homeomorphisms 
Let S be an orientable, closed surface and @i, Q2 be two orientation reversing 
homeomorphisms from S to S of order 2q and with the same isotropy invariants. 
Let Ti : H,O(S/@,) -+ Zzq and T2 : H,O(S/@,) + Zzq be the monodromy epi- 
morphisms of @i and G2 respectively. 
Assume that I S/Qi I, i = 1, 2, are both orientable or nonorientable. 1 S/G1 1 
and I S/G, I are homeomorphic since @i and G2 have the same order and the 
same isotropy invariants. 
Let A?), B!j) (or DW), XW, EW, c!j) j = 1, 2, be two canonical generator 
systems of H,b(S/@,)‘and ~,O(S/@,>’ respectively. Since q(Xy)) and q(Eij)) 
are given by the isotropy invariants up to ordering (and up to sign if I S/Gj I is 
nonorientable), then, using the automorphisms Hs and H9 or HJ , H3*, H4*, and 
H,* we may assume that Tl(X$‘)) = T2(X/2’> and T,(E,“)) = T2(Ef2’). Let i be an 
isomorphism from H,O(S/@,) to H,0(S/G2) such that i(Y”‘> = Yc2) where Y(j) 
is a canonical generator. 
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Lemma 4.1. If T2 0 i = T, then there is an orientation preserving homeomorphism y 
of S such that y-‘@,y = @,. 
Proof. Cutting I S/aj I as described in Section 1 in order to obtain the generator 
system of H,O(S/Qi,) we have two equal labelled polygons and then we can 
consider a homeomorphism between the polygons preserving the labelling. By 
reconstructing S/G, and S/Q, from the polygons we obtain an orbifold isomor- 
phism y * between S/G, and S/G, giving the isomorphism i from H,O(S/@,) to 
H,O(S/@,). Since T2 0 i = T1 the isomorphism y * lifts to a homomorphism y’ 
from S to S making the following diagram commute: 
s;q - S/Q, 
Thus (y’)-‘@, y’ = @i. We define y = y’ if y’ preserves the orientation of S and 
we define y = (@,)-’ 0 y’ if y’ reverses the orientation. 0 
We shall now prove the classification theorems: 
Case 1: I S / @I I (and I S /Q2 ( ) orientable 
Theorem 4.2. G1 and Q2 are conjugate. 
Proof. It is a direct consequence of Lemmas 3.1 and 4.1. q 
Case 2: 1 S / eD, 1 (and I S / @, I ) nonorientable 
Subcase A: I S / @I I does not have genus two 
By Lemma 3.1 and the fact that @i and Gz have the same isotropy invariants it 
is possible to construct a canonical generator system Dl’), X.(l), Ei(‘), Ci” of 
H,O(S/@,), another one Di , (*) X.(*), E!*), C,“) of H,O(S/@,), such that T,(Y? = 
T2(y(*)) where Y @), i = 1, 2 is a ianonical generator different from D$‘. 
(9 4 is odd. 
Theorem 4.3. G1 and Gz are conjugate. 
Proof. By the long relation we have: 
2T,( D;‘) = 2T2( DF’). 
Since 4 is odd then T,(Df)) = T,(Dr)) and by Lemma 4.1 we have that @i and Q2 
are conjugate. q 
(ii) 4 is even. 
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Since the generators C,?’ have order two and the only element of order two in 
Z,, is [q] with q even then there are no generators of type Cy). Thus, I S/Qj I, 
j = 1, 2, does not have boundary. Also, I S/G,! 1, j = 1, 2, are closed oriented 
surfaces. The homeomorphism Qj defines an orientation reversing homeomor- 
phism of I S/Ql? I of period 4 which we denoted by Gj/4 in the introduction. 
Theorem 4.4. Zf (Gj/4)*, j = 1, 2, have fixed points then Q1 is conjugate to Q2. 
Proof. If (Qj/4)*, j = 1,2, have fixed points there is a generator Xi(j) of H,O(S/@J~,) 
such that Tj(Xjj’) = [q]. Then using the automorphism H2* of Section 2 we can 
change the generator systems in such a way that T2 0 i = T,. So Q1 is conjugate to 
@,, by Lemma 4.1. •I 
Assume now that (Gj/4)* does not have fixed points. If G is the subgroup of 
H,O(S/Qj) generated by the X, (j), then there is an isomorphism H,O(S/~j)/G 
+ H,O( I S/Q,? I /Gj/4) and let 
,O : H,O( S/~j) + H,O(S/@j)/G + H,O( I S/@j” I /@j/4) 
be the natural epimorphism. 
The order two elements in H,O( I S/G,? l/@/4), j = 1, 2, are s(p(Dy’) 
+ . . . +p(Df))) where s is any odd integer. Let 
~/4:H,O(IS/~~l/a),/4)~Z,, j=1,2, 
be the monodromy epimorphism for ~jpi/4. Then 7;/4(s(p(Dy)) + . . . +p(D(‘)))) 8 
= 774(p(D’,“) + * * * +p( II:))) is a topological invariant for aj that we have 
caIled h,(Gjji) in the introduction. 
Theorem 4.5. Zf (Gj/4j2, j = 1, 2, are fixed point free then Q1 is conjugate to a2 if 
and only if h,(@,) = hl(Q2). 
Proof. If (Qj/4)*, j = 1, 2, are fixed point free then T&G) is contained in the 




H,O(S/~j,)/G ~ H,O( I S/~i” I /~j/4) I Z, = Z2,/[41 
Then T./4(p(D’,“)) = * * . = q./4(p(D(“)) = [[ill where 
Z: = Z*,A41 = ([[Oil ) [[Ill 7 Hi1 7 [[3llj. 
If h,(@,) = h,(@,) then 
T,/4( s( p( Dj’)) + . . . ++I;‘)))) = T2/4(s(p(D’:‘) + ... +p(Df)))) 
for any s odd. Thus T,/4(p(DF))) = T2/4(p(DF9> and by the long relation 
T,(DF)) = T,(D$ So the theorem follows from Lemma 4.1. 0 
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Subcase B: 1 S / GI I has genus two 
Let r be the smallest integer such that the element [2r] of Z,, is a generator of 
the subgroup of Z,, generated by the isotropy invariants. Let {S/a,?-‘} be the 
closed surface obtained by capping off with discs the holes of I S/Q,?’ I. Then Gj 
defines an orientation reversing periodic homeomorphism on (S/Q,?‘} that we 
denote by @if,,,. We remark that @free does not have any isotropy invariant. 
The orbifold {S/CD;~)/@,@ is ,’ nonorientable surface of genus two. Then a 
canonical generator system for H,O((S/@,?}/@,rree) is OF), 0’:” with the relation 
20’,” + 20!$ = 0. If (Qj/4)’ is fixed point free, the invariant h,(Gj/4) determines 
q(Dy) +D$j)) and if (@j/4)2 has fixed points we can obtain Ti(Di’) + D$‘)) = 
T2(Di2) + Di2)) proceeding as in Theorem 4.4. If D(j) is an element of 
H,O(IS/@j2~1/@if”‘) such that {D(j), D$j) + 0’:‘)) is a generator system then D(j) is 
equal to f D’,” or *D’,). Then { + T(L)(j)), + T(D) + h,(@if’“‘)} = h,(@,?) is a 
topological invariant of @,Fee and consequently of Gj. 
Theorem 4.6. a1 and G2 are conjugate if and only if: 
(i) ifq is even and Gj/4, j = 1,2, are fucedpoint free, then h,(@,/4) = h1(G2/4), 
(ii) if @p and @p have order bigger than one, then h2(@p) = h2(@y). 
Proof. If @p and @p have order one then using H;, H4f and H; we can 
assume T,(Di’)) = T2(Di2)), i = 1, 2. So we may apply Lemma 4.1 which finishes 
the proof. 
Suppose that @p and @p have order bigger than one. Let H be the 
subgroup of H,O(S/Gj) generated by the Xji) and E!j), then there is an 
isomorphism: 
H,O(S/Gj)/H + H,O({S/@;‘}/@~). 
Now let u be the following natural epimorphism: 
~7: H,O(S/Qj) + H,O(S/Qj)/H + HIO({S/@~}/‘@~). 
Let qfree : H,O((S/@~r}/@~> + Z2r, j = 1, 2, be the monodromy epimorphism 
for @free. Using that T,(X,(j)), q(E!i)) are contained in the subgroup of Z,, 





H,O(S/@j)/H * H,0({S/@j2r}/@y> 7 Z2, = Z,,/[r] 
I 
Since h,(@f”e) = h,(@p) and using, if necessary, the automorphism H; or H; 
we have Tf’ee(a(DI’))) = T.(a(Df)>). So Ti(D\i)) = T,(Df)). Now by using (i), if 
necessary, we obtain two generator systems where i is an isomorphism satisfying 
T2 Q i = T,. Hence the theorem follows from Lemma 4.1. 0 
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5. Odd order homeomorphisms of nonorientable surfaces 
Let S be a topological, nonorientable, closed surface. Two homeomorphisms @, 
and aZ of S are conjugate if there is a homeomorphism h of S such that 
Qi, = h-‘@,h (compare with the definition of conjugation for homeomorphisms of 
orientable surfaces given in the first lines of the paper). 
Let p : S+-+ S be the orientable two fold covering of S. 
Lemma 5.1. Every homeomorphism @ of S of odd order, q, lifts to an orientation 
reversing homeomorphism @+ of S+ of order 2q such that p 0 @+= @ 0 p_ 
Proof. Since the subgroup p * H&Y+) of H,(S) is preserved by homeomorphisms, 
the homeomorphism Cp lifts to S+. There are two liftings of @ to S+, 0’ and CD”. If
t is the orientation reversing involution which defines p, then @’ = Wt. Thus 
either @’ or (9” is orientation reversing and so has order 2q. 0 
The following result reduces the classification of homeomorphisms of odd order 
of nonorientable surfaces to the obtained classification of orientation reversing 
homeomorphisms of orientable surfaces. 
Theorem 5.2. Let G1 and Q2 be two homeomorphisms of S of odd order q. Then @, 
and a2 are conjugate if and only if @: and @l are conjugate. 
Proof. Since @T induces on S ‘/(@TYr = S the homeomorphism ei, i = 1, 2, it 
follows that if @: and @i are conjugate then @i and QZ are conjugate. Assume 
that G1 = h-‘GP,h. The homeomorphism h can be lifted to an orientation preserv- 
ing homeomorphism h + (conjugation of homeomorphisms of an orientable sur- 
face) and as @i and G2 reverse the orientation then @: = (h+)-‘@zh+. Remark 
that the conjugation of homeomorphisms of orientable surfaces must be realized 
by orientation preserving homeomorphisms following our definition at the begin- 
ning of the paper. q 
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